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.UNM Car Pool
Plan For Staff,
FacUlty Set Up
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By JOHN MAREK

1:

Of the Lobo Staff

:w't

A recent· request from President Ferrel Heady .to the Office of
Public Relatt.>ns bas initiated an official car pool plan for UNM
faculty and staff.
"We are working on a plan for car pooling for all the
employees-of the university," said Public Information Director
Jess Price,
.. We'll publish in the Campus News a map that will have the
city divided into neighborhoods by number, as well as a story
detailing what· needs to be done. It'll be quite simple.
"We'll also enclose a coupon in the Campus News. It will
contain spaces for information .. from people about whek'e they
live, what their schedule is~ and whether or not they want to join
a car pool," he said.
"We'll uk the people to return those ·coupons to us. Data
Processing will match them up with other people in their same
designated neighborhoods. We'll forward the information to
them, and they can make the arrangements from there.
"This way people can self·select their car pool partners and
make their own decision as to whether or not they want to go the
ear pool route or not,,. he said.
The Public Relations office will have the coupon design
worked out within the next two weeks, Price said.
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"If.
.~Pitt "h~e .-.:~.ing s~i.~~rs and .t,.r. wentrt9.
share rades, they can tiuy a sticker between them.11 · · ·
"The reason we are starting with the faculty and staff is that
their schedule is a little more regular. It is easier to work with
them than with someone who has to be here at 8:30 for a class,
and at 11:00, and a night class at 7:30. This would make it a little
lnore difficult to go into the car pooling area,' Price said.
Price said the Campus Planning Committee is making it
pouible for people who have bought parking stickers to get a
rebate on what their balance of their payments are in the event
they decide to join a car pool.
••If tw~ people have parking stickers and they want to share
rides, they can buy a sticker between them, If there are four·
persons, they can buy one sticker together and each eail get a
rebate on each one's individual sticker," Price said.
"This way a person can get a sticker for half or a fourth of
what it ·would normally cost, and this should serve u an incenti\'e
to join a car pool."
Price said his office has not gone into the mechanics of. ear
pooling for students, ubut once we get started and there are some
students who have a fairly regular schedule who would like to get
into it, there is no reason that we can't work out something."
Price's office i.s coordinating the effort, handling the publicity,
distributing the coupons, and handling their return. Data
Processing on Lomas will be handling the processing of the
coupons .
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Charging For Pharmacy
Drugs Only Temporary
By SCOTT EATON
Of the Lobo Staff

The UNM student pharmacy's policy of charging
students for prescription drugs is planned as only a
temporary measure, the director of the UNM
Student Health Center said yesterday.
Dr. Michael Hickey said he hopes that after "a
yeat •nd a ~\f to i:wo ye8l'.s,'' .the stt'iden.t ph.-rmacy .
will supply students with prescription drugs at no
cost. ·
u'lbe prices are lower in general than at private
pharmacies right now," he said.
In response to charges made Jut Friday by
ASUNM Sen. Mike Benavidez that the pharmacy is
not operating as a discount service, Hickey said, "we
never intended to operate a discount service. We had
to find a way to make the pharmacy pay for itself.
'!be university was kind enough to let us operate in
the red until we get going."
Hickey said it took five years of work to finally
get the pharmacy. An agreement was recently
worked out with the State Board of Pharmacy, the
Association of Pharmacists and -the UNM
administration to allow the establishment of the
student pharmacy, he said.
••Local pharmacists feel quite concerned about a
state operation like UNM .:unning a pharmacy which
is in competition with them. It is in the best
interests of the university if we · cooperate with
other pharmacists," he said.
There are about 40 drugstores in Albuquerque
whieh will sell prescription drugs to UNM students
at a reduced rate at night and on weekends when
the student pharmacy is closed. A list of these stores
is posted in the Student Health O!nter.
"It has taken us quite some time to work out a
compromise with .local pharmacies," Hickey said.
"It was an uphill fight to get along, to agree, but I
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thought we made a good compromise."
Other pharmacies agreed to the establishment of
the student pharmacy, despite the fact that they
may lote some student business. However, "they
were concerned about looking unrealistically bad,"
if the ·student pharmacy sold drugs for considerably
less than other pharmacies, he said. Most drugstores
would rather have the student pharmacy supply free
drllg& to stude"ts than aell them' at prices below
what they usually are .Old for, H'lckey said.
Benavidez, who charged Friday that the
phannacy was unwilling to talk to him about the
drug prices, met with Glenn Heard, the director of
the pharmacy, Dean of Pharmacy C. A. Bliss and
Hickey for about an hour Monday.
Benavidez said yesterday that he had brought the
charges because of "a misunderstanding, a lack of
infonnation," although he indicated that he would
pursue the issue of getting lower drug prices at the
phannacy for students.
Benavidez said he would like to see ASUNM
subsidize cheaper drugs, which Hickey said "on one
hand is really nice. On the other hand, it could
cause us some problems with local drugstores."
The student pharmacy's policy board checked
with almost 60 schools in the west to find out about
their health center and pharmacy operations,
Hickey said.
"We spent probably 60 hours planning how to
work this out;' he said.
If the state legislature agrees to appropriate funds
for the university for the operation of the
phannacy, which Hickey said might have a "pretty
good" chance of happening, free ·prescription drugs
for students could become a reality.
••Local pharmacies are competing with bigger
pharmacies and we're right in the middle of that.
We're reluctant to make a big issue out of it,"
Hickey said.
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There will oo no certification of the petition to
recall City Commissinners Robert Poole and Ray
Baca until the first week in March, city clerk Gisele
Gatignol said Friday.
She also indicated that it would be "very tight'
whether the recall .group had come up with the
required 4803 signatures of registered voters.
· Gatigrtol said 6007 names were turned in on
petitions. Names and addresses will be put on
computer cards and cross checked with the Jist of
registered voters.
Names that do not appear exactly the same on
the petition as on the voter list must be checked
manually.
Recall organiter Mike Costello has said tha~ qn
individual petitions the group checked, it found that
(Photos by Bob Kandrotas)

I

Student Health Center Director Dr. Michael Hickev

·eight or nine signatures out of every twenty-five
were not from registered voters.
'
If that percentage holds constant for all petitions,
the recall group will be short by about 1200 the
number of registeretl .voters needed to initiate :t
recall election.
It was hoped by many that the recall petitions
could be certified bf!fore Tuesday's charter
amendment elections since the bulk of the na~es
were turned in seven working days before the polls
will open. •
The outcome of the petition drive could have
been a factor in the vote on the controversial
Proposition No. 3 which r~organizes city
government and in a special provisio.n allows Pople
and Baca to continue in office under the ne•
system.
•
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Out-Of-State Travel Money
Now Needs BEF Approval
By GEORGE JOHNSON
Of the Lob<> St•ff

Michael Roeder, UNM
accounting supervisor, has
confirmed that all money for
out-of-state travel by ASUNM
organizations will have to be
approved by the Board of
Educational Finance in Santa Fe.
In the past no chartered
organizations had to have
out-of-state travel money

STUDY IN
GUADALAJARA, MEXICO
Full) a~o·cr-.~ih.•t.l r•tiH·rsic,·
\n1uua (;r \I>,\L,\,1,\R,\ Sl'\i.\II'K
,
vl'l'cr~ .luly 1·,\ugust Ill.
•174 ~•mr~c• in I!SL. bilingual cduca•
uun. Spani<h. anthrul•<•h•l,lY• art, l'nl~
dan.·c and fnl~ mu~ic. gt•ography.
<'rnmL'nl and hi>Wrv. Tuilion
, I 711: wum and lmard "in ~lc,ican

home S21 S. l'nr brochure \I' rile:
lntNnottinual l'rmmuns. 413 New
ch•tltlg~. l'nh~r,il)' ,;,. Arilnna,
\ritnna 85721.

He said the university recently
learned of a ruling made about
two years ago by the state
attorney general that student
activity fees are technically public
money.
Roeder said the ruling was
brought to the attention of the
university auditors by the firm
Pete, Marwick, Mitchell and
Company who did the 1972·73
.., independent audit.
·
"When the university auditors
learned of the ruling, they
thought it would be inappropriate
not to comply," Roeder said.
He said the auditors consulted
with the univer11ity attorneys in
making the decision.
When contacted at the ASUNM
senate office, senator Mike
Benavidez said he did not know
about the policy change.
"I knew they were changing the
accounting system," he said, "but
I didn't know it would involve
this."
"The plan is unfeasible-it's
ridiculous. There are so many
ASUNM organizations that travel
out of state."
Benavidez · said he disagreed
that student activity money
should be considered public
funds.

mystery Theater

KRST STEREO 9 2.3
every night 12:30 a.m.

Feb. 27, 1974
7:00, Rm. 250A, SUB

La Plebe.

Preliminary Business
1. Speakers: Dr. Mike Hickey, Director of Student Health
.Services
Randy Wright, Elections Commission Chairman
2. Approval of Senate Assistant
,
.
3. Approval of Executive and Senate Secretary s duties

By Marlo Torrez

Michael Roeder
UNM ~cct. Supervisor
"It's the students' money," he
said.
Benavidez said the
administration already gets five
per cent of all the money ASUNM
collects.
He said this is not the first time
the administration tried to tell
ASUNM how to spend its money.

investigation told UPI, however,
that it was "possible, even
probable" that one or more of the
defendants in the case would ask
for Nixon's sworn testimony.
Jaworski reportedly considered
serving a subpoena on the
President after Nixon
"respectfully declined" a request
by the Grand Jury to appear
voluntarily to give sworn
testimony in the case. But the
prosecutor is said to have decided
against this course because he felt
Nixon would refuse the subpoena,
and the subpoena would thus only
further flame the Watergate
debate.
At the same time, Nixon said in
his Monday news conference,
Jaworski turned down an offer by
the President to answer written
questions submitted by the Grand
Jury, or meet privately with the
prosecutor to answer questions.

NEW ORLEANS (UPI)-Never,
perhaps, have three little asterisks
meant so much to so many.
If the Louisiana Supreme Court
rules they qu~lify as shorthand,
the state can continue prosecuting
marijuana pushers. If the Court
rules otherwise, Louisiana would
be left without a penalty for
distribution of marijuana.
"That's my case in a nutshell,
your honors-three little
asterisks," Assistant Dist. Atty.
Jeanette Knoll of Marksville, L.A.,
told the justices Monday. She
asked them to rule that the marks
imply that penalties in a previous
marijuana law were carried over
into a new law passed last May.
The problem arose when a
judge refused to let Mrs. Knoll
prosecute two suspects under the
law, saying the section of
penalties had been omitted when
the legislature reworked the law.
Mrs. Knoll found the bill signed
by Gov. Edwin W. Edwards, Lt.
Gov. James Fitzmorris and House
Speaker E. L. Henry contained
three asterisks in place of the
penalty section-which she said
were a shorthand symbol that
meant the previous law was
unchanged in that section.
But that wasn't the only
problem. Both the asterisks and
the penalty section were omitted
from -some copies of the
law-including the copy used as

By MARTIN COLBY
A media-information campaign
to examine threats to individual
privacy and civil liberties was
announced Thursday by the New
Mexico Civil Liberties Union
(NMCLU).
Mary Beth Acuff, NMCLU
Co-Chairperson and Charles
Daniels, NMCLU Legal Director
explained the campaign ip a news
conference held at the UNM Law
School. I
Daniels said the purpose of the
campaign is to inform the public
of threats to individual privacy in
hopes of encouraging a reform
movement to correct abuses.
"1984 is only 10 years away,
There are signs that by then the
invasion of privacy to be

After .a long period of soul searching, dreaming, hoping and
trying to build a future, all to no avail, I a·m back.
As it must happen to all people there comes a time in your life
that you start to think of what am I going to do after I get out of
this university? Some of us think of the future as .•. Where am I
going to be? , .. others will wonder . . . will I be successful?
... while some of us will wonder if there will ever be someone in
our life who will want us, no matter where we are at or if we
amount to anything,

ShOrthand Error
Could Invalidate
State's Pot Law
(rhoto by Bob Kandrotas)

Threats To Privacy, Civil Liberties
Examined By Civil Liberties Union
Of the Lobo Staff

Old Business
Appropriation Bill #42, allocating $501 to NCHO
Appropriation Bill #43, allocating $3,824.98 to UNM Rape Crisis
Center
Bill #22
President's ~74-'75 Budget Recommendations

Decides Against Subpoena
WASHINGTON (UP.I)- Special
Prosecutor 'Leon Jaworski has
decided against subpoenaing
President Nixon to appear before
the Watergate Grand Jury, it was
reported Tuesday.
es close to the

Senate Agenda

Some of us, man or woman, will be happy in attaching
ourselves to an instant comet forgetting that as fast as the star
rises, it comes down even f11ster. Others of us will cling to
tradition, or at least use that excuse, to make up for our
shortcomings If we are not happy we will say it's because of our
position in the social strata. Those of us who hang onto these
concepts can only be called opportunists. The fate that befalls
them is the one that they deserve.

. Broadcasters
To Hear Nixon

Many of us will give ourselves to someone, totally and fully.
We will do this with the hope that the someone will allow us to
fill their needs and vice-versa. And some of us will have these
feelings dashed to the ground and stepped on.

reference by Judge Earl Edwards,
the judge in her case.
"It all gets back to what
significance we. give to the
asterisks," said Dist. Atty. Eddie
Knoll, Mrs. Knoll's boss and
husband.
But Justice Mach Barham had
another view.
"Maybe it's about time we told
them how to enact laws up
there-that asterisk, asterisk,
asterisk doesn't mean a thing," he
said.
The legislature is expected to
clarify the issue when_it meets in
May.

Through no fault of our own, we will be filled with the diseases
of distrust, lack of faith, Jack of understanding and non·belief. We
will try to purge these diseases from our hearts but find them too
formidable an enemy.
All of this leads up to a fact: that we as Chicanos must find in
these setbacks a strength to move forward in a positive direction.
The foundations of our character and the mettle of our
commitment to our Raza must stand head and shoulders above
our personal losses. We must let our courage and convictions
dissolve away the feelings in our hearts, good or bad, that we have
for people that screw over our minds. The struggles that we have
with our alleged loved ones should only serve to harden us for the
battle with our oppressor. Our individual fights come at different
levels of consciousness. We cannot afford the lpxury of letting
som·eone stymie or detour us from the ultimate goal of throwing
off the yoke of oppression.

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 77
No. 102

Struggle . • . struggle • . . struggle, Against oppression. Against
opportunists. Against those that turn our heads with false words
•• , against those that only try to confuse us.

Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone ( 505) 2774102, 277-4202

WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
National Association of
Broadcasters announced Tuesday
that President Nixon would
app'ear March 19 at its convention
in Houston and would partfcipate
in a question and answer session,
A White House official
confirmed that the trip was
planned and said that Nixon
might hold a question and answer
session such as the one he held in
Orlando, Fla., Nov. 17 before a
convention of newspaper editors.
"We are delighted that the
President has accepted our
invitation," said NAB President
Vincent T. Wasilewski. "His office
advises us that he is willing to
participate in a question and
.
swer session."

complete," Daniels said.
"Most people don't realize the
extent of the abuses on personal
privacy," said Acuff.
'rhe campaign will be
symbolized by NMCLU's own
"spy in the sky," a giant eye
painted on a balloon which will
float over the Albuquerque area in
the next few weeks. "Unlike those
of the government, our 'eye' is a
blind one," Daniels said.
Questions to he raised in the
campaign will concern the
widespread use of computerized
record keeping, increasing
.governmental and corporate
surveillance of individuals,
behavior modification programs
and psychosurgery. Also included
are abuses in the Law
Enforcement Assistant
Administration programs and
misuse of "predclinquency"
programs.
The month-long
media-information campaign

began a week ago Monday. It
includes use of television, radio,
newspapers, billboards and public
lectures,
Rep. Barry Goldwater, Jr.
(Rep.-California) is the first
speaker in the lecture series.
Goldwater will speak on the
nature of privacy in contemporary
America at noon Friday, March
15 at the UNM Ballroom.

Prescriptions filled
Lenses replaced

We must have discipline •.. discipline • • discipline. Discipline
to be able to sort and use •. ,sort and use •.. beneficial
information. We must be disciplined enough not to become book
worshippers, hero worshippers and idolaters. We must be
disciplined enough to not be like the hare and dash forward and
burn ourselves out in a brief flash of make believe glory, but be
able to travel steadily forward like the tortoise to our ultimate
goal of driving out those that exploit and oppress us.

The New Mexico Dolly Lobo Is published Monday through Friday every
regular week ot the UniversitY year
and weekly during the summer 1!1ession
by the Board of Student Publications of
the University of New Mexico, and iS
not financially associated with UNM.
Second class voatage paid at Albuquerque, Now Mexico 87131. Subacription
rate is .7.60 for the ncademie year.
The opinions expressed on the edi ..
torial pages of The Daily Lobo are
!hooe of the author solely. Unsigned
opinion is that of the editorial board
of The Dolly Lobo. Nothing printed in
The Dnily Lobo necessarily represents
the views of the University ot New
Mexico.

Our struggle is not alone. It includes all oppressed people.
Brown ... Red ... Black .•• Women.
Where do we go from here? Forward •.• steadily forward.
Dropping oitt of our lives those that try to hold us back.
.
Viva La Causa, Viva La Raza
~IIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIH . . .HIHIHIIIIIIIHIIIIHIIItl.lll.lllllllllllllllllllllll.......

DO YOU NEED

CASH?
Eln$101WHk
d1nl11 twice WllkiW

.i:
.

BLOOD

i

PLAS.MA

15~Beer

DONOR CENTER

in Pepino's

8 am to 5 pm
T'"esday- Saturday
,_-~t-

Check-youdocal,
radio listings
for time
and station.
Tune in,
drink Bud.,
have fun!

'

COfl/IDER ACAREER A/ An
AnimAL TECHniCIAn
BEL f:IEA INSTITUTE is a 15·18 month program
training individuals for a career as an animal tech~
nieian. Opportunilles now exist for trained lechnicians in veterinary practices, research and industry.
Write lor catalog: Director ol Admissions, 9870 E.
Alameda, Denver, Colo. _80231. (303)-388·3528

DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE

842-6991
AliUQUERQUf
1307 CENTRAL NE

:
•

<

Family Room

IN CONCERT

With

8:00 PM-10:00 PM

GRAHAM CENTRAL STATION
ALBUQUERQUE CIVIC AUDITORIUM

Mon.-Tues.-Wed.

4310 Central SE
Central Location E>nly
'

HHIHIINitiHilH

outlets ••.
RECORDS 'N TAPES-Wyoming Mall
,
21ST CENTURY SOUND-Eastdale & Across from Old Town on Central
THE GUITAR SHOP-Across From UNM
CANDVMAN-Santa Fe
A BRADFO~D ~RO~UCTION

,- i

265-3668 265-3667

Scholastic Excellence Part
Of Repp's All-Around ness
(Editor's note: Davf! lkpp and
his gy nwustic teammates will be ·
competing in their last home meet
o{ the year Friday oig/!1 at 7:30
p.m. in Johnson Gym, The 6·1
Lobos will go after a {i{th straight
WAC title March 21·23 at
Tucson,)

IMa•
Melon;.
LOMAS at SAN PEDRO
SAN PEDRO at MENAUL
CANDELARIA at EUBANK
5324 4th ST., N.W.
LOMAS at JUAN TABO
--·--·~-·----
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Intramurals;
Hecht Wins

ALB~N.M.
505) . 765 •$305

1123 CENTRAL N.E.

*The player's meeting for coed
tennis and coed golf will be
Thursday, Feb. 28 in room 120
Johnson Gym at 3:45p.m.
*Results of the intramural
r.acketball tournament will be
posted in the intramural publicity
office (107 Johnson Gym).
*Team standings for the
intramural basketball will be
posted inside the intramural
publicity <lffice ( 107 Johnson
Gym).
.
*Results of th.e women's
intramural bowling tournament:
1st place, Andrea Hecht (161
a¥e rage); 2nd place, Mary
Sampson (154 average); 3rd place,
Nancy Uszenski (139 average).
*All men and women volleyball
players: If you ate interested in
joining an extramural "power"
volleyball team, please contact
Fred Cloyd at 268·7306 or Bill
DeGt()ot at 277·4346. This team
(a women's and men's) will
hopefully compete against teams
from other «:olleg~s. .
.•
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Baseball Is Back

1,1\I'M•IIIII' l,rlh'>ll'l't

FtT'>h St·,rlniHI
Fn·'<h l'Jotr·n 1-!t·.druuJ
\\ holP'>d)P- [{pt,uJ

lost only a few (notably Eddit>
Bane who is with the Minnesota
Base ball's back. Coach Bob
Twins), while UNM has seen four
top players depart .. But in tl;<~
Leigh's base bailers open their
baseball world, this is the time for
season Friday (3 p.m.) at Lobo
optimism.
field ag11inst New Mexico
"Yes, the Arizona schools cat1
Highlands University and play 24
be beaten," the coach said. "We
home games between then and
lost three games to· Arizona by
March 28.
one run last year. Those were
Who says diffm·ent season
games we could of and should of
sports overlap only in the pros?
won, but an error or something
UNM's basketball team plays its
would happen.
final game this Saturday, but with
"Barring key injuries, which is
playoff and tournament games a
what kept us out of the running
strong possibility, Lobos could be
last year, we'll be all right. If we
round balling well into March,
keep people healthy we have a
But as far as Coach Leigh is
chance."
concerned, the baseball season
AT ONE T.IME last season,
isn't beginning any too soon. He
UNM was ranked ninth in the
nation and built up a 22-3 record.
wan ted to take the field two
Rings, pendants, watch bands and all
Then when conference play
weekends. ago when AI buq uerque
began, injuries attacked the squad,
had sunny 60 degree weather.
types of jewelry in gold or silver deespecially the pitchers, as much as
"We've been practicing since
signed and manufacture.d in our shop.
Sun Devil and Wildcat hitters did.
The most costly injury was to
Arnie Marzullo, who was the
Lobo's ace in 1972 with an 8·5
record and 2.43 earned run
average, Marzullo was 5·0 last year
jEWELERS
before suffering a muscle pull.
Leigh said the speedy lefty never
TEt.l:t'llONh 268-4480
6605 Mt:NAL'L lli.. VU .. NE
regained his old form until the
final game of the season. He
finished with a 5-2 record and
respectable 3.36 ERA but had
control problems.
Rick Koch, 6-4, was bothered
by tendonitis a year ago and Rich
Olson, who led the team with a
2.42 ERA, was limited to 22
innings of mound work because of
arm troubles, Koch and Marzullo
have graduated, but Olson is back
and figures to be one of Leigh's
top pitchers this season.
"Doug Johnson, a transfer from
Scottsdale JC, looks like he will
be in the starting rotation," Leigh
said. "Senior Ron Adair is back
(2-4, 3, 76) and is throwing the
ball the best he has since be was a
freshman."
Other pitchers who will see
so me starting action are Don
.
Miller (5-2, 4. 29), Kent Seaman
(2·2, 5,23), Scott Miltenberger
(3-0, 3.94), and newcomer Gary
Anderson •
"When confercnce games start,
we'll we~d oiit the guys and go
with the three best starters,"
,._,
Leigh
said. "We'll also designate
l
the
relievers
then.
f~
ON
THE
HITTING side, losses
'!-''... ... .
have beeri heavy. Three of the top
rj.,.~'
-:~.:
..
.
-.-.'~t-v,.
four hitters are gone, two into
:4/ - -.; ·- '
professional
balL Centerfielder
f-·'81.'
·>tr-'''•.
,,,.
,.
Dan Fitzgerald, who led the team
'Eio!lTei!ih:
baseball coach,
with a .408 average in '73, would
have been a senior this year at
miseries last year but managed
has a 228·151 won·loss record at
to top UNM pitchers with a 2.42 UNM but instead will be playing
UNM, but has never been above
When you get down to the nitty gritty$$;
somewhere in the Phillies'
•500 in tough southern division
EftA .
a College Degree~ is the greatest
organization.
play.
Shortstop Perry Danforth, .333
ticket ~ on earth ~ •
with the Lobos, is in the Brewers'
But, if you have to put it off for
organization and hit over .300 in
Class A ball last summer. Hank
awhile, consider Today's Army.
Coming off a season opening
The scoring: UNM-Bob Bell Garcia, who was a good fielding
It offers:
victory over Odessa, the UNM converted a penalty kick for the .third baseman with a, ,321
Rugby Club travels to Socorro first three points. John Williamson
average, will also be missed.
• a 2 year enlistment option
where it will play the New Mexico and Paul Rehkoph combined
The three players who will be
• continued education (in service
Mines and Technological Institute efforts on the first try of the taking over for those three ·stars
or out)
Saturday at 1 p.m.
season (four points) and Rob are centerfielder Scott Freebairn,
Last weekend UNM traveled to Wherley scored the second try. · who was on the freshman football
• $326.10 per month to start
Ruidoso to meet the Unive•sity of Both extra kick attempts failed. squad last fall; thirdbaseman Alan
• free meals, housing, clothing,
the Permian Basin at Odessa Odessa-converted one penalty Hunter, a junior from Aztec,
N.M;; and shortstop Lloyd
Rugby Club (also known as the kick (three points), scored one try
medical and dental care, and
Odessa Rugby Club), and won a (four points) and converted on Thompson, who hit .25'2 last
much more.
season.·
the extra kick for two points.
scrappy match, 11·9.
A .360 itter will be returning
For more information contact your
to catch for UNM-Gary Stewart.
Ron Smith (.288) will be backing
ARMY representative nearest you.
.J..
Going into the final game of Hardin's .54g, A somewhat him up. At first base Robin Ogle, .1..
1 Alb
h ' 1 ted t
7{
the season against UTEP startling fact is that 7-3 backup Walter Alstp11;'s grandson will start 1t
·n
uquerque e s oca
a :
(Saturday night at the Arena), center Paul Kru~ has shot better most of the bme, When Ogle's the
•
Bernard Hardin tops the Lobos tn from the foul hne (13-7, . 765) designilted hitter, Adair will mov<!
413 U.S. Courthouse
.,J.
to first. Mark Hiller, a junior from
51h and Gold St., S.W.
.J;'\
scoring average, 17.3, and is third than anyone else. Guards Wendell
766•22 51
Taylor with 103 assists and Gabe Roswell, is at necond backed up
with a 5. 7 rebound average.
-k ...A_
Center Bill Hagins leads in Nava with 86 pace the Lobos in
by Bill Piskorski (.294).
Piskorski will also see action in ~ . 2436 San Pedro, N.E. 2301 Juan Tabo B.lvd.
rebounding, 9.1, and is second to that department.
~ 256·7475
298-6787
:J.l~
Hardin in scoring, 12.9. The third
As a team UNM, ranked 18th in , the left field along with freshman
starter up front for UNM, Mark the UPI poll, is averaging 87 ·Mike- Delmonico. Delmonico ~
Saiers, is third in scoring (11.1) points to 73.6 for its opponents.
batted .452 ingames
fall competition
and second in rebounding (6.5). UNM is outshooting its foes from
(intersquad
and fall
'J\)'\ TOD.AV'S' A-RMY!. GOT IT.? G. E.T IT!
Top backup·· forward Rich the field, 499 to .476, but is
to4rney).
The startinga right
Pokorski leads his team in field being outshot from the foul line, is
Mike Pettenuzzo,
.223fielder
hitter .~.
""1'\'
...-"" .,.
'JI'IIi
~last season.
goal per!!~l!t,a~~·.·P~h ~~~~o~ep. ~Y., .6,5'1 to. 715,
By GREGORY LALIRE
Lobo Sports Editor

the 17th of .lanuary," Leigh said.
''We're ready to go now. The
pitchers have been going seven
innings and it gets to the point
where you just have to play
ballgames."
AND THE LOBOS will
certainly be doing a lot of that
now. UNM plays a 53-game
schedule, eight more than last
year. In 1973, Leigh's team had a
28-17 record, but was only 4-13
in WAC southern division play.
With UNM in the four-team
southern division are Arizona,
ASU and UTEP. Games with
those teilmS don't start until
April.
Leigh's Lobos failed to defeat
one of the powerful Arizona·
schools last season for the first
time since he became UNM coach
in 1966. This year Arizona has
most everybody back, ASU has
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Rugby Club Tops Odessa

Wacky Picks. • •
Feb, 28
Wyo,atBYU
CSU at Utah
Mar, 2
Ariz. atASU
CSUatBYU
UTEPatUNM
Wyo. at Utah
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Del Jones
(6-2)
(36-14)
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Gregory Lalire
(last week 6·2)
(overall 34·16)
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grade point average and still be in
gymnastics.
REPP: It is during the second
semester because that's when we
do a lot of traveling. I'm a P.E.
major so in those classes I can
usually keep my grades up
becau§l! the teachers will usually
give me time to catch up. Rusty
(Mitchell) expects a 3.0 from
everyone on the team. He wants
our team to be the best
scholastically of all the sports, so
it's not too hard.
LOBO: It's been said that being
under Rusty Mitchell is like 'being
in the military. Do you think so?
REPP: Yes and no. ij.usty's a
proud, proud person. He has rules
called "Mitchelisms." They
include short hair, no blue jeans,
no sandals, no shorts, no snow
skiing, no motorcycles, no
smoking, no drinking, etc. But I
think it's these little things that
help make us a winning team .
·· He develops every bit of talent
that we have. He'll take
everything you've got and demand
even more. There are teams that
have a Jot more potential talent
than we've got, but it isn't
developed.
LOBO: What are your plans after
this year?
REPP: Rusty has offered me a job
as an assistant coach here at UNM.
The money won't be good but it
will give me a chance to continue
to work out, so if my shoulder
comes around I may compete
internationally. If it doesn't I'll
just work on being a good coach.
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that way.
LOBO: Do you feel you
competed in the shadow of Ivicel1
when he came to UNM?
REPP: No I never felt that way.
We were always pretty even and I
did win the WAC all·around three
times.
LOBO: But Ivicek got all the
attention.
REPP: Not really. Since he was
here I didn't have to work
all-around so I could •·est my
shoulder for the big meets. He
won more events in dual
competition but I sort of peaked
at the right times.
LOBO: Where is Ivicek now?
REPP: He's at Southern Illinois.
LOBO: Will you win the WAC
all-around again this year?
REPP: I hope to .
LOBO: Who'll be your main
competition?
REPP: Probably Gary Alexander
fr.Jm Arizona State or Verner
Hoeger from BYU. Ive heard that
Hoeger has really improved this
year. I'll find out this Friday
when we go against BYU.
LOBO: What is your favorite
event?
REPP: It used to be rings until•
two operations ago. Now rings
really kills my shoulder so I don't
work it at all except in meets.
LOBO: What's the hardest event
for you?
REPP: Side horse. It's the hardest
event in gymnastics. I spend
almost all of my tim~, and I get
my lowest scores there.
LOBO: Is it hard to keep a 4.0
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Repp on the Pommel Horse: "It's the hardest event in gymnastics. I
spend almost all of my time, and I get my lowest scores there."
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By DEL JONES

Smile ..,d '"Y ch,..eburger.
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Of toe Sports Staff

Dave Repp has been the mosL
underrated gymnast to attend
UNM, and probably tlTe most
underrated athlete. Although
winning the WAC all•around
championship all three years he
competed, he has lived in the
shadows of the likes of Stormy
Eaton and more recently
Olympian Jim lvicek.
Repp is now in the midst of his
finest year, although he is still
hampered by a shoulder injury,
which he has undergone two
operations for. An almost sure
fourth WAC all-around
championship, and a 4.0 grade
point average should make him a
prime candidate for UNM athlete
of the year.
. LOBO: How is this year's
gymnastic team, as compared with
the teams you've competed with
here in the past?
REPP: This is the youngest. team
I've been on. There are by far
more lower classmen this year
than there's ever been. Also there
are only three seniors! Len
Kravitz, Ray Duplesis, and myself.
So in competition there is a Jot of
pressure on the younger guys.
Also due to the problems we
had earlier in the year the team's
quite a bit smaller than it has
been. As far as getting along with
each other this is the closest team
I've been on, Everyone sticks
togeth.er like glue.
LOBO: You refened to the
t•·oublc earlier in the year. l
presume you meant the
suspension of Jim lvicek for
disciplinary reasons?
REPP: Yes.
LOBO: How has that affected the
team?
REPP: Had that not happened we
would have definitely been
contenders for the national
championship. It would have been
by far the best team I've been on.
LOBO: How did the suspension
affect the team mentally?
REPP: Mentally it was the best
thing that could have happened. I
mentioned how close this tl•am
was. If all the trouble hadn't
happened I doubt if we would be
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Russ Parsons
(7-1)
(3H6)

BYU3
Utah4

BYU7
Utah 17

Wyo. 5
Utah 5

Ariz, 2
CSU2
UNM1
Utah 15

ASU3
BYU5
UNM4
Utah 23

Ariz. 5
BYU3
UNM5
Utah 10

•

Between KUNMe: The Rivalry
'rhe opposition doesn't appear Lobo contingent is ready for the
to be at all anxious to meet the Big Game. What say you KUNM?
Lobos, that is the Daily Lobo
'l.'here was no campus mass
Hamburgers.
·
tnl!dia football game last fall. How
Wlty are the KUNM long can the Circuitbreakers go on
Circuitbreakers breaking the long, avoiding the team that has beo!n
ea tsup·letting basketball rivalry ' afro!ctionately dubbed "The Big
with • the Hamburgers? The Daily Macs."

Kruse No Wilt A.t Charity Line
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Isabel Foreman
Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend.

'WELL, MAYlE I GOT SOME, AND MAYlE I AIN'T-WHAT'S IT WORTH?'

.

Getting Back
To The Beat
.

'

'

Policemen in Albuquerque have not had the best
public image in recent years. Some of the myths and
fables concerning police brutality that have become
popular in the past are baSed on fact, and some are not.
But the image of the cop out to deprive citizens of their
constitutional rights has endured, forcing police
administrators to introduce new programs designed to
alter the image of the ogre in a blue uniform.
One of those changes_:not actually an innovation but
a reinstatement of an old practice-is the cop on the
beat. The Albuquerque Police Department has recently
reinstated the policeman on foot, especially in the
downtown area. and the plan seems to be working.

.

The Albuquerque Police Department has recently
been plagued with citizens' complaints against police
officers, the most damaging of which resulted in the
dismissal of three veteran officers for alleged brutality
during off-duty hours. Such incidents do damage to the
already low status of the policeman. Programs that get
the cop back on the street and out of the souped-up cars
that go speeding around town are welcome.

What Goes Up Must Come Down
Adventurer Thomas L. Gatch, apparently
thwarted in his bid to make the first trans-Atlantic
ba II oon crossing, was presumed· down at sea
Monday, but his ground crew expressed optimism
he would survive.
William Armstrong, a Federal Energy Office
employe who helped Gatch prepare his balloon
Light Heart for the trip, said there had been no
radio or visual contact with Gatch since Thursday
morning.
A Liberian ship reported seeing the balloon about
1,000 miles west of the Canary Islands at an altitude
of 1,000 feet when it should have been at 35,000
feet.
Military and commercial aircraft and ships have
been alerted to look for Gatch, a 48-year·old
bachelor and army reserve colonel, who took off
from Harrisburg, Pa. last Monday night.

A government spokesman in the Spanish Sahara
said helicopters and light aircraft entered the third
day of a search Monday for Gatch, extending their
patrol from the northern Spanish Sahara to the
central part of the territory.
A U.S. Embassy official in Rabat, Morocco also
said no word had been received from Gatch
·although he said, "It is possible he could have come
down somewhere in northwest African desert.

We are pleased President Nixon isn't taking all this
impeachment business lying down. He's said repeatedly
that he will not resign. That's the old fighting spirit,
Dick.

Or should it?

Gatch hoped to land his balloon in France or
Spain. But the hurricane force winds of the jet
stream carried him southward instead. One of the
10 helium-filled balloons supporting his 190-pound
gondola burst 76 minutes after takeoff and when he
was sighted by the Liberian ship Thursday only
eight w.ere still inflated.

"We have a limited number of aircraft on regular
missions who have been asked to keep an eye out
below," he said, adding there were no aircraft in the
Islands capable of sea search and rescue missions.

Courage In The
Face Of Danger

We especially like Nixon's statement that it would be
"beneficial'' for Republicans to stand behind him, since
party members running for office will need all the help
they can get. So does the country. Nixon's power of
positive thinking should be an example to all of us.

"Tom hus on board a life raft, flares, reflective
mirrors, a blinking strobe light, an orange life vest, a
flash light, an emergency location radio transmitter
on frequency 125.5 megacycles and adequate food
stocks," he said. "The gondola will stay upright and
afloat in the water and he has flotation devices
attached to the sides to keep it stabilized.''

Maj. Gaylord McCallson, political affairs officer
at the U.S. Air Force base in the Portuguese Azores,
said while military aircraft were watching for Gatch
a full scale search had not been started.

Policemen and women are human, but sometimes it's
been hard to see them that way, as they whiz past other
citizens with the preconceived notion that they are
above the law they enforce. The walking policeman may
establish the fact they are indeed people and not Big
Brother.

Nixon is also to be commended· for sticking to his
own beliefs in the face of opposition. So what if a
committee says :'grave misconduct" is enough grounds
for impeachment. Just because it's a committee of both
Republicans and Democrats doesn't mean it's right.- So
what if a Justice Department study agrees with the
committee? Just because it's the Justice Department
doesn't mean it's right. Does it?

"The primary search area is about 800 miles
south-southwest of the Azores and about 950 miles
west of the Spanish Sahara," said Armstrong. "We
continue to be hopeful that Tom will be heard from
or seen somewhere. It's difficult to sit here in
Washington and conjecture about what's happened
out there.

Armstrong said he appreciated that authorities in
the Spanish Sahara and Morocco "were considerate
enough to look for Tom, but we don't expect to
find him there.'
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marilyn ot the SUB

You've Got. Three
Dotes With the
Blonde Bombshell

Wed: "RAMPARTS OF CLAY"
Directed by Jean-Louis Bertuccelli
(7 & 9 p.m./$1)

a small audience. However, long
after "The Exorcist" has sunk
into the qu~gmire of camp,
"Ramparts of Clay" will be
hanging loose with the best. Taos
Thurs: "THE MISFITS'
Starring Marilyn Monroe and Amrouche did the music, Andreas
Clark Gable
Winding can be credited for his
photography, an'd Leila Schenna
(7 & 9 p.m./50 cents)
as Rima puts forth a presence as
Fri: "GENTLEMEN PREFER spacey as Monica Vitti or Viva
BLONDES"
have ever managed to exude.
Exudation is one thing. Marilyn
Starring Marilyn Monroe and Jane
Monroe is another. From her
Russell
catapult to stardom as a calendar
(7, 9, & 11 p.m./50 cents)
girl and actress for porno flicks
(you can catch her in a short now
Sat: "BUS STOP"
Starring Marilyn Monroe and Don playing at the Hut Adult Theater)
Murray
to her Hollywood career as the
(7, 9, & 11 p,m./50 cents)
'50s hottest sex goddess, Monroe's
presence meant cash. The critics
*
*
*
By JON BOWMAN
may have screamed "no talent,"
Despite its adherence to but the audiences never failed her.
revolutionary dogma (the movie Monroe packed them in.
opens with a quote from Frantz
To finish off this week's bill,
Fanon), "Ramparts of Clay" can three Monroe flicks have been
not be viewed solely as a piece of booked for the SUB Theater. On
left-wing prop;1ganda. Weaved Thursday, the John
within its plot of downtrodden Huston-Arthur Miller production
salt miners buckling up to their of "The Misfits" will be screened.
capitalist boss is a note of
something else, something
difficult to explain but powerful
enough to send chills through
your body.
Filmed in Algeria, the movie
starts out like a hip version of
National Geographic. We see the
inhabitants of a remote village
Purveyors of fine
performing their daily chores,
ski touring & snowshoing
drawing water, making bread, or
equipment
just walking about. Everything
seems mundane and even the
1031 San Mateo S.E.
arrival of the first bit of concrete
256-9190
action, a strike, is handled.
casually.
Since 1967 JOIN OUR CO·OP
Just when you're ready to give
up on it, the film begins to hit
deeper chords. Stark images
A Better Idea!
parade across the screen and
because they don't knock us cold,
as was done in "Viva La Mucrte,"
~':_ ~ ~~
they seem all the more powerful.
. -:,
··
They are images meant to haunt
us, dreamy sequences that might
remain dormant in our heads for
years and then be summoned by a
SERVICE
coincidental turn of events
7611 Menaul 296-6978
Director Jean·Louis Bertuccelli
has created a difficult film, a
movie with little sound and
almost no action, but one in
which every occurrence is
important. By refusing to commit
the skullduggery found in recent
works like "The Exorcist,"
HI Fl STEREO
Bertuccelli has guaranteed himself
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On Friday, Howard Hawks'
"Gentl11men Prefer Blondes" hits
the screen. In the film, Monroe
joins forces with another one of
Hollywood's biggest glamour
queens, Jane Russell, Portraying
chorus line bombshells on a
transoceanic voyage (Whew!), the
p;tir actually spent a week at a Los
Angeles burlesque hall to learn the
"bumps and grinds" needed for
their roles. It's all a lot of hokum,
but considering its limitations, I
really can't pan it. Monroe's
version of "Diamonds Are a Girl's
Best Friend" is almost worth the
admission price, just for nostalgia .
The Marilyn fest ends with
"Bus Stop." My favorite Monroe
flick, it kills the argument of
whether or not she had any acting
ability. She always wanted the
role of Karamazov's Grushenka,
and in "Bus SLop" Marilyn let us
know she could have pulled it off,

200 Voices to
Shoke Popejoy Sunday
Technically difficult, full-blown Sonorously atonal, it is an
virtuosi works mark this Sunday's affirmation of faith..,..and a
performance by the UNM testament to the endurance of
Orchestra and 200·voice chorus, choral members. It must he
dire<:ted by Professor Max Madrid. rendered with precise diction,
Concert goers will be most phrasing, and cadence.
St
. k , "S
h
r
familiar with Rimsky·Korsakoff's
"Russian Easter Overture,''
r~y 10 ~ Y s
ymp ony o
opening the 4 p.m. concert in Psalm~ wll.l .close the program
Popejoy Hall.
after mtermJssJo~. Professor John
Then, Joanna de Keyser, a Clark, chorus d1rect<;>r who has
cellist of national reputation will prepared the 200 VOices for the
be soloist in the demanding "Cello concert, terms th~ work one of
Concerto" by Shostakovitch. the most demand1ng for chorus.
Pwfessor de Keyser, a member of
Tickets may be reserved by
the UNM music faculty, is one of calling the UNM Concert Bureau
a few p!'d"onnet·s with this work 277-4805 or may be purchased at
in her repertoire.
the door. '

for Today

Christ-...

The Bible.:~Our Key
to Living.
ll:S).He can never by his own works earn
salvation (Ephesians 2:8, 9). God's grace
i5 universal in that a way was provided for
nil. Christ died for evrry man (Hebrews
2:9). But only those who receive God's gift
or appropriate his grace will be saved. It
i; by faith 1hat man aPnronriat~s grace
(Ephesians 2:8, 9; Romans 5:1, 2). And
this faith is more than a mental act; 1t
must ~xnress itself in loving obedience
(Galatians 5:6).
Belief: in this act faith trusts Christ (He•
brews 11 :I>).
.
•
Repentance:·in this act faith turns to
"'Christ (Acts 2:38).
Confession: in this act faith speaks in ac"IS THERE SP.EAKING IN
knowledging Christ (Matthew 10:32).
TONGUESTODAY?"
. •
There is r.o mira~u!cus SP!!aku:g 111 for• Baptism: in this act faith puts on Christ
eian languages tod~'l such as was dcne by (Gah11ians 3:27).
some of the early Chr;>tians. The faith was
once delivered (Jude 3). Wnile it was "IS MARRIAGE AN OUTMODED
being delivered.it \\,1s confirmed by s!gns, CUSTOM FROM THE PAST?"
It is true that marriage dates back to the
wonders, etc. (Hebraws 2:4). When ll was
once delivered it stood confirmed. ihe beginning of man's civilization. The ritual
gospel is not beinq repeatedly delivered has changed thr6ughout the years, but the
and confirmed. Paul did not work miracles stale whereby man lives with woman un, to prove that \\llat Mcscs said was true. der matrimonial contract has its origin in
We are not to wor< miracles to prove !nat 111~ Garden of Eden. (Genesis 2: tB-25).
Marriage, l10wcvcr, is not a custom or
what Paul said wa; true. Tongues were to
cease v.hen the P~rfcct came. The perfect tradition of man. This relationship of man
rcv~latiOn ha~ be~n qivcn and there is no
further 11ecd for tJilfirmation (I Carinthl·
ans I 3:8·1 0),

"ARE THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
BINDINGTODAY?"
.
111~ o:d Covcna1't of wluch th~ Ten
Commandment> WN~ <t part has been taken MldY and man i; no longer vndcr that
covenant (Galatians 3:24, 25), However,
nine of the t~n are a r.art of the New Covenant. rhe only one ',Jissing from the New
Covrnant is the on~ wl;irh req~ired sabbath keepinq. We ar~ U!lder ~~~ Neu Covenant todav and >inm nine of the ten com·
mandmcnls are in t~• NcN Covcnant,thc;'
arc a parlllf God's ,•,ill fer today.

"WHAT DOES 11GitACE'' MEAN IN
THE NEW TESTAME,..rT?'~
,lf refers fo tlle u~mcr.tcil 91ft or favor of
God. Ma~ is saved by grac!! jEpheslans

l.oll 'l>r'J t:"'VIO\. ll\11 ft0\)\1
.. 1{1" \1

a11d woman was io;tituted by God. For·
thermore, God has specitied that marriagl!
vows are not meant to be broken by either
of the partners.(Matthow 19:6).
We should also note that it is not neces•
suy for a person to marry in order to bl!
ptcasin~ unto God. Paul was not married
(1 Corinthians 7:8); Peter was (Mcotlhew
8:14).

"WHY ARE THE CHURCHES 'OF
CHRIST INTERESTED IN ME?''
Jews taught his disciples to love one
another; to be compassionate; to forgive;
to serve fellow man; to assist the needy;
and to leach the gospel message to all
peoples of the eatth. (John 15:12; Mat~
thew 25:31-46;Mark 16:15, 16).
Almost two thousand years have passed,
but the disciples of Jesus today still believe in the merits of Christ's teaching, It
is for this reason that the churches of
Christ have a genuine interest in you •••
and your family and friends.
~~----------------1
1 Chuo,TJdn"'lmlt•nl ( t•nll'f ~lh'i-4112
1
I I JOC ,,r,ml. ·\lhuqut•nJUP. :'-;\-1 W'I!Jf'r
f
• YES! 1 r1r11 ,,!('tPSif·d •"~ n'Hite mtcrmation ~
t re.qard1t1~ the t.rurc.hof C.,q~1.
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THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST
ARE INTERESTED IN VOUI

CHRISTIAN STUDENT CENJER

-

A mixed media presentation entitled
'l'he Tw\mticth Century will be shown
Sun., March 3 at 7:30 and 9:30p.m. in
the SUB ballroom. $3,00 general and
$2,00 students.

...

The UNM Folk Music Club will meet
Wed., Feb. 27 at 7:30 p.m. in room
231-P of the SUB. Those interested in
working on the spring festival will meet
at (): 30 p.m. Non-members welcome,
Delta Sigma Pi will hold its
semi-annual breakfast meeting this
Thurs., Feb. 28 at the Holiday Inn
Midtown, All invited.
On Sat., March 2 from 7:00p.m. to
1:00 a.m. the student Council for
Exceptional Children at UNM will
sponsor a Las Vegas Night at the
Albuq, Convention Center, Ticltets arc
$2.00 and will give the purchaser
$250,00 in "Las Vegas Night' money,
The Indo-American Association will
present a feature film from India
named "Koshish" at room-203, Basic
Medical Sciences Building, 915
Stanford NE on Sat., March 2 at 6:30
p.m.'Call266-7045.
3HO Yoga Club spring classes will
meet Mon. and Thurs. at 7·8 p.m.,
Mon. and Fri. at 2:30.3:30 p.m., and
Tues. and Thurs. at 2·3 p:m.
El Comite Estudiantil will be
showing a documentary on the
People's Republic of China entitled
"One Quarter of Humanity" free of
charge, This film is being shown
continuously on a three day run from
FcbrtJary 25, 26, and the 27th at
Chicano Studies Center, 1815 Roma

Th(• 1974 Mirage !Weds your hdp!
Anyone intcrest<ld in submitting
photographs of events and activities
from thl• spring and fall of 197 3 and
spring '74 plcast• notify ,Jan Holland at
·242·0718 before Thursday, F~·b. 28.
Pictures may also be left at the alumni
office upstairs in the SUB if properly
identified with name, address, Phone,
and subject.
N.E. This film is also made available
for any organizations wishing to show
it.
Growing Up Female, a film about
the lives of six women in America, will
be shown in room 119 Ortf:ga Hall on
Tuesday, Feb. 26, at 12:30 and 3:30
and on Wednesday, Feb. 27 at 2:30. It
will be shown Wednesday at 12:30 in
Ortega room 153.

A C barter Revision Information
The Advisor for Study Abroad is · Center providing information on the
interested in locating American 'five propositions, a list of polling
places, sample ballots, and a district
students who have attended foreign
universities for the purpose of map, has been established at the Urban
Observatory Office, 1805 Roma, room
obtaining firsthand information on
103, phone 243-2191, 243-6289, or
various institutions overseas. Please
242·9271.
contact the office of International
Programs and Services, 1717 Roma
The Albuquerque Area Office of the
NE. 277·4032,
U.S. Civil Service Commission is now
•
accepting applications for Junior
Students interested in participating
Federal Assistant positions for
in an exchange program With Chio
employmenf with Federal agencies in
Wesleyan Univ. in photography to be
New Mexico and West Texas.
held April 24-May 4, should submit
To qualify, applicants must have a
prints to the ASA Gallery, NW corner
minimum of two years of education
of the SUB no later than Fri., Aprill.
above high school, or two years of
rcspon!iible experience, or a
The Elections Commission will hold
combination of both, in addition to
their next meeting on Tuesday, Feb.
passing a written test.
26 at 7:00 p.m. in room 250A in the
Copies of the application for the
SUB.
written test may be obtained from the
Federal Job Information Center, 421
We arc forming a new karate group
Go I d A venue, S. W. or by calling
which will employ a Korean !'tyle. If
766·2557. Residents of New Mt•xico
interested please contact John Rice at
outside the 'Albuquerque area may call
277·6193.
toll free 1-800-432·6837.

CLASSIFIED
Rates: 101 per word, S1.00 minimum.
Terms: Payment must be made In full
prior to insertion of advertisement.
Where: Journalism Building, Room 205,

1)

PERSONALS

Applications arc now being accepted
for student advisor positions in the
UNM residence halls. ·Applications arc
avaUable at each residence hall desk
and at the Dean of Student's office.
For further information contact Mary
Morell, Assistant Dean of Students,
Hokona Hall, 277-2806.
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OF TH€
OPERA"
Continuous Showing
10 a.m.-3 p.m.
in the SUB Theatre
Come tJn down!
Sponsored by
STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Laba l:laaaifi•d•
Da l:h• Trick

$1

FOR SALE

RUSSIA BY 'fRAIN. UNM summer
OLIN MARK Il's, 196 em, skied on 4
1969 CHEVROLET EL CAMINO, body
course, June 13-July 11. Application
sell for $125, contact Larry White:
good, runs
wo?Jl, $300.
3/6
___ ., 344-1430.
.. · times,
deadline soon. More info at International
266-0403.
3/4
YAMAHA FLUTE, excellent condition.
Ollice, 1717 Roma NE or call 261i-6312
TROMBONE FOR SALE. Used one year.
_ll_~o or best offer. 277-3674, Bob.
3/6
after 3 pm.
3/6
Call 265·5495.
1965 CHRYSLER, new radials and battery,
JILL: Whiit's $2 good for? JACK: Tic71 MISCELLANEOUS
kets for SCEC's L;\s Vegas Night, 'Con_!275, ~well _3.6~:4'!_~~·.
3/7
vention Center, S~tur~~~!ght.
2/27
TENNIS EQUIPMENT-Wilson racquets,
PERUVIAN ALPACA RUG-bedspread
halls, shirts and shorts now on sale at
WRITERS NEEDED: New Mexico Daily
beautiful, must sec. Price open, evenThe Dike Shop, 823 Yale Vlvd. SE. 842Lobo. Apply in person at the Lobo, room
ings, 766-5414.
3/1
9100. Hours 9:30·6:00 Mon.-Sat.
3/5
158 of Student Publications.
·---,.--- CONTRACEPTIVES FOR MEN-by mail! THUNDERBIRD MAGAZINE fs taking
BRAND NEW I 73-74 boutique long
~ubmissions for the next isaue, Bring
Eleven top brands - Trojan, Conture,
dresses, pant-9, tops I Less than half
them to room 205 Journalism.
Jade. and many more. Three samples:
price! Rag Shoppe, San Mateo and In·
$1. Twelve assorted samples: $3. Free J,IVJNG ROOM couch and chair. Very
dian School NE. -·'-"268-2823.
3/1
_.
good condition. Reasonably priced for
illustration catalogue with cverv order.
MOTORCYCLE WANTED! No offer under
Plain packa~e as.qures privacy, Fast and _.-· quick !!ale. 265-1496, 2GG-6717. 3/G
$100 refused I 266-7683 Friday/Sunday,
reliable service. Satisfaction guaranteed
4) FOR RENT
or your money refunded in full. Poplan,
......~----------2/27
Box
2566-CL3/1G7,
Chnpel
Hill,
.
NO
TWO-ROOM
APARTMENT, spotless; new
LEARN THE SCIENCE . of handwriting
27514.
2/11
appliances; $136 includes utilities. 344nnalysls clnss starts Feb. 28. Call 8652 28
1154•
6751 for information.
2/28
1
WHIL·E THEY LAST. Back i!!llues of the
Daily
Lobo
are
sold
for
toe
each
In
StuONE,
TWO
&
THREE
Room
efficiency
NOT PLANNI:NG~~ flunking out but dodent Publications Dusines~ Office room
apartment. 3-bdrm house, furnished near
ing it anyway 1 Call AGORA-Student
205, Joumalism Building.
downtown and University. ~~-2~7814. 3/5
to student help. 277-3013.
2/22
FIREWOOD&: COAL- Palo Duro WoodFEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED - 3
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
Yard. UNM student. 242-8170.
2/28
blocks from UNM. Own room, $50. 842have friends who care at Birthright. •
0820•
-BI-CYCLES-DICK_H_A-LLETT_h_as-~th-c
3/5
247-9819.
lowest prices or finest European makes
.LEAD & ASH SE, Lucaya House Apart2l LOST & FOUND
and is giving an additional $10 oft:
ment.'!. FuJI security, aJI utilities paid,
3/1
efficiency, $125/mo. 1-bdrm $158/mo.
nfternoons: 266-1102.
FOUND: Coin purse containing keys and
2-bdrm $185/mo. Call Jim at 843-7632
money at Stanford & Silver, Identify .t
BLUE TICK and red tick coon hounds, 6
or 265-9593.
trn
claim. rm 206 Journalism.
•
month~__C!Jd• all sho~ts. 268-4339.
3/1
ONE BDRM fumished. For couple or one
LOST: a blue & brown stohc-bead necklace
ARCHERY: Top target nnd hunting bows.
single. 324 Penn. NE. $120. 6-month
somewhere between FA parking Jot and
Complete Jines or nrchcrv accessories.
lease and deposit. 242•2211.
tfn
the 400 block of Princeton SE. Reward
Big Horn, 2406 Jefferson NE. 268-4339.
THE CITADEL, efficiency and one lledofl'cred. 256-7701.
2/28
3/1
room, reasonable rents from $130, mod
furnishings and shag carpeting, deluxe L 0 S T : Turquoise necklace . between
KEESHOND PUPPIES-AKC champion ~ectric kitchen, s\vimming pOOl, recreaOrtega HaJJ & Tijeras St.-REWARDsired. Excellent vets, 344-5291.
3/1
tion room, card room, pool table, seeurPiease call 766·6809,
1967 CAMARO, V8 three speed AC low
ity guards, walking distance to UNM,
3) SERVICES
1520 University NE, 243-2494,
4/12
mileage, reii:S.~~a~le 344.7898•
2128
OLI
·
COLUMniAN-WEST. 1 block to UNM,
FARMER'S INSURANCE GROUP-fire,
VETTl ELECTRIC typewriter Used
new & beautiful spacious luxury apartrenter's, auto, commercial, life, call Joe
only 3 months, Must sell. 266·4567. 2/28
mel\ts. 209 Columbia S.E. 1 &: 2 bedAllen, 292-0511.
3/6
BICYCLES! BICYCLES.lWe welcome
rooms, furnished & bills paid, from
trn<lc-ins I Bring that old eJunker in and
$165.00. Recreation rooms, swimming
LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Law School
.ride away on a new Gitane-£rom $94.50,
pool, dishwashers, disposers, security and
Clinical Program ofl'ers legal services
Shop,
823
Yale
Blvd.
SE.
842rcfrig. nir. :Mgr, 268-8934 or 268The
Bike
for students and stall'. Furnished by
9100, Hours 9 :30·6 :00 Mon.-Sat.
3/5
1006.
2/27
qualified law students under faculty sU•
pervislon. Availability limited to those
'71
FIAT.
850
Spider,
hard
top
and
raR".
BOSQUE
PLAZA
APARTMENTS.
Adobe
whO!ie assets and income do not exeeed
Musts lJ v n'ng 268-4126
2/27
Style-t & 2 Bds. Furn. & Unfum.•
eiltablished guidelines. 60~. registration
e- ~2~ . - . ·
Utilities included. Pool,
barbCQue,
lee. · Call 277·2913 or 277-3604 .for In·
PADDLE
BALL
RACQUETS-always
on
large balconies, sauna, ref. air, 10 min.
formation and appointments. Sponsored
speeinl
at
The
Bike
Shop,
823
Ynle
Blvd.
,,
rrom
UNM.
Waterbe<ls
permitted.
From
by Associated Students of UNM.
tfn
SE. 842-9100. Hours 9 :30-G:OO Mon.-Sat.
· $150.00. R201 Marquette NE-266-6071.
IMAGES-PORTRAIT, PASSPORT, ap---.~p;~;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;-3~/..
5 ........~s~tu~d~e~n~ts~&~p~ro~t~e~=···~or=s~w~cl=c=om==e~f~ll~-plieation photographs. Close, qUiek, sane.
2312-A Central SE. Behind Butterftelds.
266-9967.
.&/3
HAUL YOUR JUNK quick. :Any load,
any road. Call Seth any time, 765·5736.

-

National Chicano Health
Organization scholarship deadline Fri.,
March 1. Available to Chicanos
pursuing health related or medical
fields in an effort to improve
conditions in the Chicano community.
To apply C<)lltact NCHO at. the
Chicano Studies Center.

There are 20 students currently
tt-aining in the clinical specialty,
five of whom· are presently
fulfilling t.he required internship,
said Dr~ Sidney Rosenblum,
chairman of the committee
responsible for clinical training.

00
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Classified Advertfafnrr
UNM P.O. Dox 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

5)

A doctoral training progl'am in
clinical psychology has been
accredited at UNM-the first such
program in the state.
The UNM Department of
Psychology has offered the Ph.D,
degree in psychology for a
number of years, and this is a new
aspect of the degree program. The
accreditation by the .American
Psychological Association is for a
period of five years, effective
immediately.
Dr. Frank' A. Logan,
department chairman, said
accreditation has been a faculty
goal for some years and is viewed
as another step in the
department's efforts to guarantee
quality education at the doctoral
level.
UNM becomes the 94th
program in the United States to
receive this recognition, he said.
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ADVERTISING

FOR SALE

Program Accredited
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uA remarkably made movie, striking, often hypnotic,
fascinating and haunting. See it by all means."
New York Times

UN.M. STUDENT UNION
THEATRE 277·2031

,_··--=oF~

-----
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3/1

BELLY DANCING-The an~fent art that
celebrates. woman. A 12-week course
utilizing yoga & meditation With rnmha·
sis on body awareness & sell al)preciation. 766·6580.
·
2/28
P~SPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos•.
Nowestu~Wes in town, fast, pleasing,
17 Girard' J:t!~ 265-2444 or c~me. to

}V
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PRpFl<!SSIONAL TYPIST. tnM carbonribbon: guaranteed nceuracy, Reuottable
rntes. 298-7147.
Z/lli
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with Claire ............ .
&Buster Keatan
DON PANCHO'S
2108 CENTRAL S.E./247-4414
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